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INSPECTORGENERAL'SQUESTIONS ON THE M3
PROJECT

There is a great deal of misinformation circulating around about the Maintenance
and Materiel Management System (M3) project, which is proving to be very
detrimental not only to the project itself but to the agency as a whole. We have now
been informed by the attached letter that Spear Technologies is pursuing claims
against us and putting further work on the project on hold. In addition, they have
verbally informed us that although they are willing to cooperate with us on the audit I
have commissioned, this additional work is outside the scope of their contract and
will require a contract modification. Up until this week, the project has in fact been
progressing in a positive direction with many of the previous issues being worked
out.
The M3 is a critical tool for our bus and rail operations. It will enhance our ability to
maintain our fleets and provide much needed materiel management and inventory
support for daily operation. It replaces the existing information management system,
which after 25 years can no longer be supported.

M3 systemcomponentshave beenimplemented in the following areas:
Rail Vehicle Maintenance
Wayside System Maintenance
Rail Operations Control Center
Materiel Management & Inventory Control
Regional Rebuild Center
Non-Revenue Vehicle Maintenance

~
~
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Areaswhere M3 has not yet been implemented are:
Bus Operating Divisions
Facilities Maintenance
The critical remaining system element for M3 at the bus operating divisions is the
Timekeeping module, which is being tested currently at the Regional Rebuild Center.
Once the tests are completed, the system will be rolled out to the divisions.
Unfortunately, continued progress on this project is now in serious jeopardy without
the full involvement of Spear Technologies. Until we get this dispute with them
settled, there is little we can do to advance the project.
Therefore, I have attached the responses of both staff and Spear Technologies to the
questions the Inspector General raised at our last Board meeting. I will again repeat
that, although the questions raised are superficial and off point, the real problems are
well known to those who are working on the project and have been explained to the
Board and Board Staff several times. The request before the Board is now a long
standing attempt on our part to get the issues resolved. Unfortunately, the resolution
requires Board action and to add more money to the contract. Failure to accomplish
that may now cost us even more than it would have if we had taken action last
November.
We will continue to work with Spear Technologies to keep them working.

The Inspector Generalhas also informed you of a situation where his staff did not
receivethe type of cooperationthat they expectedfrom one of our officers. The
Inspector General called me shortly after the incident and informed me of the
situation. We at that time agreedthat as soonas the questions that the Inspector
General raised could be respondedto in writing to the Board, that I would personally
arrange for a meeting with the InspectorGeneral,and that the individual involved
would respond to further questionsthe Inspector General may have. I am hopeful
that we can resolve our rather severedifferences on the status of the project with the
Inspector General's office and move on for the benefit of the organization and the
Board of Directors we both serve.

.....

April 1, 2005

Mr. Ron Dupuis
Director of Contract Administration
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority
One Gateway Plaza
Mail Stop 99-9-3
Los Angeles CA 90012-2952

RE:

Delay Notification: Contract Number PS-9240-1264 and SM.O50 Extended Rollout

Dear Ron,
This is a formal Notice of Intent to Claim pursuant to section GC-28 of the contract. This claim is based
on the following:
MTA Board of Directors has not funded Contract Number PS-9240-1264, Modification 7
Spear has received no direction from MTA at this time on how to proceed with the execution of Contract
PS-9240-1264, given that Modification #7, containing SM.O50 re-scoping and re-scheduling has not been
approved by the Board. Effectively, Spear is not currently under contract to complete any additional work
as all the remaining activities defined in Contract PS-9240-1264, were defined in SM.O50. If MTA wishes
Spear to continue to provide services during the time between that last Board meeting, where SM.O50
was not approved, and the actual approval date of SM.O50 then a separate CCP will be required to cover
these additional services. Until MTA approves SM.O50 all currently planned project activities are subject
to indefinite hold. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:
Timekeeping
Timekeeping SM.O66
Wayside training and rollouts
Facilities configuration, training and rollouts
Bus configuration, training and rollouts

Sincerely,

~af!y;I~

Karl W. Ginther
Project Manager
Spear Technologies

Cc:

P. Lane-Goodson -MTA
E. Bennett -MTA
M. Thomas -Spear Technologies
J. Barbera -Spear Technologies
M. Hancock -Spear Technologies

436 -14th Street. Suite 200. Oakland. California 94612-2730' Tel: (510) 267-3333.
www.speartechnologies.com
SM.050 Delay 050401.doc

Fax: (510) 267-3344
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STAFF'S RESPONSE TO MAINTENANCE AND MATERIEL
MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS FROM THE INSPECTOR
GENERAL

ISSUE
At the March 24, 2005 Board of Directors meeting, Mr. Bill Waters, Inspector General,
provided the board staff twelve questions relating to the Maintenance and Materiel
Management System (M3) procurement and implementation.
Mr. Waters said: "My
report to you today with those questions is simply to give this Board an understanding of
what yet needs to be answered before we throw more money at this project."

DISCUSSION
The following discussion contains the questions provided to the board staff by Mr. Bill
Waters, Inspector General. Responses from Staff and the Contractor, Spear
Technologies, are in italics following each question.

1. Mr. Waters Question:
Upon activation of M3 at the Central Warehouse in October 2004, it was discovered
that there were interface issuesbetweenM3 and the Automated Storageand Retrieval
System (ASRS). Have the interface issues between M3 and ASRS been fully and
completely resolved? If not, when can we expectfull resolution and will there be
additional coststo the MTA?
Staff's Response:
As of mid-February, all interface issuesbetweenthe M3 and ASRS that were identified have
beenfully and completelyresolved.
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Spear Technologies'Response:
Spear has addressedall production issueswith regardsto the ASRS/M3 interface, at no cost
increaseto the MT A. While there are open issues,they are either requestfor enhancements,
issues not related to the ASRS/M3 interface, or issues that have working patches which
have been addressedin subsequentSpear software releasesnot yet moved into the MTA
Production environment.
As a background, the ASRS interface is a very complex and fully custom interface that was
developedfor Los Angeles MT A. This interface required over 90 custom objects to be
developed. Sincegoing live in October,Spear has addressedand resolvedover 70 production
issues,with most being resolvedwithin thefirst several months after go-live. Despite many
of these issues being attributed to changesto MT A requirements within the final testing
processprior to go-live; Spear incorporated these changesinto the interface at no cost to
MTA. Spear had officially recommended that the go-live for Materials be slipped an
additional month to fully test thesechanges. In goodfaith Spear acceptedMTA's challenge
not to allow the scheduleslip and requestedthat the go-live date remain.

2. Mr. Waters Question:
The first line of business to go live with M3 was Rail during January2004. At that
time the Timekeeping Module was not activated. Have issues with the Timekeeping
Module been resolved? Has it been implemented? If issues have not been resolved
and implemented. when canwe expectresolution and implementation? Will there be
any additional coststo the MTA?
Staff's Response:
The rollout plan for Rail did not include the TimekeepingModule as it was in development.
The Timekeepingmodule will providefunctionality to multiple lines of business. The results
of an integrated test conducted in September 2004 highlighted the needfor additional
testing and processreview. To improve the process,some changeswere requestedfrom the
vendor that resulted in a minor contract modification. These changes are in the testing
phase currently. Within two weeks,a simulated integration test will be conducted. The
resultswill determineacceptability ofthe TimekeepingModule to conduct a pilot test.
Spear Technologies'Response:
Background: At the time that Rail went live, MT A agreed to continue to use the current
paper timecard processfor payroll processing and use the Spear Timekeeping Module
without the MTA custom configuration required to generatepayroll transactions. The
standard Spear TimekeepingModule was active and availablefor use by Rail at the time of
go-live.
Timekeeping issuesin question are custom requirements of MT A and as of this date have
not beenresolved.Spear receivedthefinal set ofcustom requirements in January 2005 after
full integration testing was completed in September2004. These new requirements were
signed off in March of 2005, which resulted in a negotiated contract modification that was
also approved in March. This effort continues to be impacted by the on-going contract
negotiationsfor SM.050, which may result in additional delay costs.
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3. Mr. Waters Question:
During the contract, MTA decidedto use a wireless network and hand held devicesto
accessdata. We have received information that the hand held deviceshave not been
activateddue to the lack of full functionality. Is this correct? If this is correct, when
can we expectproblems with the wireless network to be resolved and the hand held
devicescould be used? Will there be any additional cost?
Stalfs Response:
Activation of the hand held devicesis dependenton a wireless network at Metro locations.
The building of the wireless network was delayeddue to the 2003 work stoppage. As it was
no longer feasible to use Metro contract personnel, a contract modification was issued to
Spearsto wire Metro locations and install the AccessPoint Antennas. The remaining tasks
to complete the build out and test the wirelessnetwork infrastructure werecompleted by ITS
technical staff As of March 31, configured hand held deviceswere delivered to Material
Management to be usedfor cyclecounting.
Spear Technologies'Response:
The wirelessnetwork was not part of Spear's scope of work. Spear was only contracted to
purchase the antennas required to provide coverage within the MT A shops. MT A
subsequentlycontracted with Spear to install the Access Point Antennas but MTA was
accountablefor the installation of the network and infrastructure necessaryto support
wirelessnetworking.
The Spear handheld applications are designed, sold, and intended to be used for very
repetitive and discretebusinessprocesses,such as Material Cycle Counting, reporting work
completed,performing inspections. Handheld technology relating the hardware, processing
power and screensize dictate this level offunctionality. At no time has Spearpresentedthe
handhelds as more than data entry devices, and it is unrealistic to expect the full
functionality of Spear 3i on a handheld device. There will be no additional Spear costs
related to the deploymentofhandhelds.

4. Mr. Waters Question:
We also understand that when M3 was activated in None-RevenueOperations that
neither the Fueling Module nor Motor Pool Module were activated. Is that correct?
Have those modules been activated? If not, when canwe expectactivation?
Staffs Response:
The rollout plan for Non-RevenueOperations scheduledconfiguration of the Motor Pool
Module in July 2004. Due to resourcedemands,Metro and Spearsagreedto reschedulethe
Motor Pool implementation to a later date and to focus the effort on the pending RRC
rollout. Work to implement the Motor Pool Module has resumed and a configuration
meetingwas held on April 8th.
The rollout plan calledfor the Fueling Interface to Spear 3i to be part of the Bus rollout.
Until the Bus rollout is activated, the Fueling Interface continues to feed the data to the
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existing Vehicle Maintenance System (VMS). Work has continued to optimize the Fueling
Interface and an early activation ofthe Fuel Interface is being considered.
Spear Technologies'Response:
NR Operations agreedto theseconditions at the time ofgo-live. Thefull installation of the
Fueling Interface was scheduledfor and scopedby Spear as part of the Bus roll-out. For
Spear to change the Fueling schedulewould have resulted in additional scopeto pull that
forward in the schedule and provide special processingto capture only NR equipment into
Spear 3i. At the time the Spear provided Fueling system (SI{A Systems' Fleetwatch) was
feeding MTA's legacy VMS system.
Spear's Motor Poolfunctionality was presentedto MTA prior to go-live of NR Operations.
The original schedule for this deployment was after Bus Operations go live, but because of
scheduleshifts an attempt was made to fit this into the initial NR implementation. At that
time, Spear provided MTA with Motor Pool configuration requirements, cutover plan and
training material as a part of implementation activities. It was decided not moveforward
with the implementation of the Motor Poolfunctionality at that time as the schedulewould
not allow for appropriate resourcesfor the required implementation tasks. Since that time
Spear has not been able to schedule the implementation of Motor Pool and cannot move
forward until MT A completesthe required configuration activities. Spear continues to work
with MTA on the completion oftheseitems and will implement Motor Pool accordingly.

5. Mr. Waters Question:
There were also reported interface problems betweenM3 and the Fleetwatch System
that monitors mileage and fuel consumption. Is this true? Ifso, when can we expect
the problem to be corrected?
Staffs Response:
The Fueling Interface continuestofeed the data to the existing Vehicle Maintenance System
(VMS). In parallel, thefueling data is also being sent to M3 to update the mileage datafor
the bus assetsrecords that were loaded into the system. Work continues to improve the
verification of thefuel data and optimize the interface processto ensurea successfulcutover
to M3 upon activation of the Bus rollout. The last improvement is the use ofa closeoutfile
to insure the fuel transactions are recordedcorrectly. With the improvements in the fuel
data collection process to date, early activation of the fuel interface is being considered
within the next two months.
Spear Technologies'Response:
No. Pleetwatch system has been supplying the Spear 3i(M3) systemwith all mileage and
fluid data since the initial cut-over in October, 2004. To date Spear has been working
through issueswith the closeoutfile to insure all transactions are recordedcorrectly in M3.
Theseare not interface issuesbut data issuesbeing recorded in Pleetwatch and supplied to
M3. The interface actually validates Pleetwatchdata to not allow erroneousinformation to
be tracked into the M3 system. To resolve these issues involved work from MTA, S~A
Systems(provider of Pleetwach)and Spear. S~A provided a systemupgrade in January to
addressthe issuescausingproblems in the acceptanceofmileagereadings in M3.
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6. Mr. Waters Question:
Has anyone from Spear said how long it will take to resolve all interface issues?
Staffs Response:
As stated in item 1 above,all interface issuespreviously identified by Material Management
have beenfully and completely resolved. The Fueling Interface has beenoptimized and is
being consideredfor early activation to M3. The interface to the Financial Information
System (F IS) is functioning without incident.
Spear Technologies'Response:
At this time Spear is not tracking any issues with the interfaces in Production that are
impacting MTA operations or data integrity. In the above question, the statement "to
resolveall interface issues" is not realistic as there are open issuesto track enhancement
requests,out-ofscope requests.Additionally we track related issuesthat are not software in
nature but relate to training and businessprocessissues.

7. Mr. Waters Question:

For warranty purposes,we understand that certain parts have to be tracked by serial
number. Information has been received that indicates M3 cannot track parts by
serial number. Is this true, why? Canthis be resolved?

Staffs Response:
The Spear core product provides functionality to track warranty components as well as
functionality to track items by serial numbers if MTA so chooses. Although Material
Management has developedits M3/ASRS interface requirements to support serialization,
the businesscasefor serialization is still being reviewedand evaluated.
Spear Technologies'Response:
Spear 3i has a very robust Warranty Module and Serialized Tracking capabilities beyond
the requirements ofthe MTA contract. Spear doesnot understand the statementabove.

8. Mr. Waters Question:
Information has also been received that the kiosks are not fully functional. Is this
correct? If this is correct when can we expectresolution and will there be any added
costs?
Staffs Response:
The Kiosk or TouchPoint application is a new product offering from Spears that became
available in July 2004. Thisfirst version of the Kiosk application functions as designed.
Metro would like to be able to print the work order and parts order from this application
and has requestedthis enhancementfrom Spears. The requestedprint function for parts
order is included in the next product upgrade, version 3.1.10, which is planned for
implementation within the next 45 days. The requestedprint function for work orders will
be in the subsequentproduct upgrade,version 3.2, which is planned for releasein June.
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Spear Technologies'Response:
Additional information would be neededto properly address this issue. Although, MT A
purchased the Kiosk (TouchPoint Application) softwareunder a contract modification as it
was not part of the original contract. As such, there are no contractual requirementsfor
Kiosk functionality. The Kiosk software is a commercial module developedby Spear as
simplified data entry terminal for a shop mechanic to quickly and easily report work
performed information. It is fully functional for this use case as designed. Since Spear
delivered the kiosk, MTA has askedfor additional functionality in the kiosks that Spear has
beenincorporating into the commercial product at no cost to the MT A.
Additionally, the Kiosk softwarejhardware has been in Production at MTA since
November, currently, there are no open issues. As such, Spear would maintain that the
abovestatementis notfounded.
9. Mr. Waters Question:
The Board Report concerning your request for additional funding for M3 has a
Procurement History (Attachment A-1). In Section C Evaluation of Proposals is a
statement that an initial proposal of $2,818,651 was submitted by Spear. Is that
amount in the very first proposal Spear submitted for SMO50? When was it
submitted? Wasn't it submitted on July 16, 2004? Isn't it true that the very first
proposal on SMO50 was submitted on May 7, 2004? Is it correct that the fust
proposal for SMO50 was valued at $2,884,O82? Also, didn't Spear submit another
proposal on May 25thin the amount of$1,546,959? Why wasn't the reduced proposal
acted upon?
Staffs Response:
Thefirst SM050 proposal submitted by Spear was in the amount of$2,884,082. That item
was submitted to Metro on May 7, 2004. Spear submitted a subsequentiteration on May
25,2004 in the amount of$1,546,959. However, the validity and merit of the assumptions
underlying that version and the Project Management approach that the vendor employedto
develop that item was unacceptable, as it would shift substantial risk to Metro. As a
consequence,the item was not acted upon becauseit was deemed inadvisablefor Metro to
accept the shift in risk and to act upon the tenuouspresumptions underpinning the $1.55M
version ofchangeproposal SM050 (dated May 25,2004).
Spear Technologies'Response:
MTA required response. Spear has beenpursuing this changeorder since May, 2004. The
cost of this changeorder has varied due to the continued passage of time, different requested
proposalfrom MTA to Spear, and additional MTA delay.

10. Mr. Waters Question:
The Procurement History also indicates that the proposal before the Board was
audited by MASD. Is this correct? The proposal before the Board was submitted by
Spear on July 16. However, the audit report for SM050 was prepared on June 30,
2004. How can an audit be done on a proposal that wasn't yet submitted?
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Staffs Response:
Though the original SMOSOproposal in the amount of $2,884,082 was submitted to
MASD, the revised SMOSO (i.e., the subsequentand final version) was not submitted to
MASD by staff becauseMASD's audit of the original change proposal, dated June 30,
2004, was used as a baselinefor negotiations with Spear on subsequentrevisions of that
item. This approach was deemedreasonablein light of thefact that MASD's primary focus
in its June 30, 2004 audit report was on labor rates, and the labor categoriesand associated
rates remained the same under the subsequentiterations of SMOSO. The only real change
in the modified versionsoccurred in the area ofproposedhours, the reasonablenessofwhich
is within thepurview of Metro project management staffto assess.
11. Mr. Waters Question:
Isn't it correct that the MASD audit on SMOSOpertained to values and costs that were
in the May 7thproposal, not the July 16thproposal?
Staffs Response:
As stated in the responseto QuestionNo.1 0 above,the audit wasperformed on the original
SMO50proposal and not on the July 16thproposal. Considering that the basisfor the audit
had not changed, the audit findings apply equally to both proposals. The variable between
the two proposalsis in the number ofdirect labor hoursper labor categoryproposed. Project
Management determines the sufficiency of hours and labor types as part of a technical
evaluation. Audit determineswhether the hourly labor rates are properly applied to the
hours proposed and whether the overhead and general and administrative rates used are
correct and properly applied. Thus, it was not necessaryto re-audit the revisedproposal.
Audit findings from the original audit would be applied to the revised audit as the basisfor
subsequentnegotiation.

12. Mr. Waters Question:
Did the audit question any costs? Isn't it true that the audit questioned $544,488or
19.9%of the value of the proposal? Were these questioned costs addressedduring
negotiations with Spear?
Staffs Response:
The MASD audit questioned labor rates associatedwith a total of 7,112 task-hoursfor
various labor categories,amounting to $544,839, and travel costs. The questioned costs
were addressedduring negotiations and appropriate cost revisionswere established. Metro
revisited the labor ratesfor all project personnel submitted under SMO50.

Summary:
Thefirst rollout of the Maintenance and Material Management (M3) system occurred in
january 2004. Since then additional rollouts to other lines of businesshave been completed.
M3 is functional and supports the following lines of business -Rail Fleet Services, Rail
Operations Center (ROC), Maintenance of Way (MOW), Non-Revenue Operations, Regional
Rebuild Center (RRC), and Materiel Management.
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M3 is an integrated enterprise resource management system based on the Spear Technologies
product, 3i, which is designedto support asset managementfor the transportation industry.
The M3 systemfunctionality includes asset management, crew scheduling,forecasting, work
order, preventative maintenance scheduling, warranty, timekeeping, incident reporting,
inventory management, touch point accessand motor pool tracking. All of the systemfunctions
have been implemented with the exception ofmotor pool tracking and timekeeping. The motor
pool trackingfunction is in processand is anticipated to be rolled out in May. The timekeeping
function is in the last stages of testing and a pilot rollout is anticipated in May. All of the
implemented M3 functions have been stabilized and staff continues to address any issuesthat
arise through day-to-dayuse.
The M3 system brings the latest technology and imbeds best practice methods in its
functionality. It is a complexproduct which will take time for thefull benefits of the systemto
be realized.
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